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What we’ll cover:

1. Customer segmentation in Glew, and which customer segments 

you should be looking at

2. How to create custom segments

3. How to use segmentation for marketing (including automatic 

segment sync with Mailchimp and Klaviyo)

4. How customer segmentation provides insights about your 

customers, their buying behavior and their demographics that 

help you drive growth



Customer Segments

 

What is customer segmentation? 

Customer segmentation enables you to group together customers who have similar 
characteristics into a customer segment.

With over 180 data sources in Glew…you have over X number of filters, operators, and values, 
to build a customer segment. While there are 31 Predefined Segments in Glew Pro, you can 
also build out unlimited Custom Segments from over 100 different filter options.  

This gives you the instant power to have segments that are as broad or as narrow as you 
need. 

Let’s take a look! 



Glew’s Predefined Segments

 

List View



Glew’s Predefined Segments

 

Table View



Utilizing Lapse Point 
Segments

 

Lapse Point: The amount of time (in days) that a merchant / store has to upsell its customer 
before that customer most likely is not going to purchase again 

Calculation: Focuses on customers with an amount orders greater than 1. Takes the average 
distance between each purchase for each unique customer in order to provide this dynamic, 
actionable, dependable upsell window 

Why is Lapse Point Important: Timing is so important in ecommerce / multi-channel! Too late? 
Competitor will swoop in and take your Customer away. Too early? You will annoy the Customer 
who will unsubscribe



Utilizing Lapse Point 
Segments

 

Lapse Point Example: Clothing Company’s Lapse Point is 85 days 

Active: Less than 80% of way through Lapse Point 
(bought 68 or less days ago) 

At Risk: Over 80% of the way through Lapse Point 
(bought 69-85 days ago) 

Lost: Over Lapse Point 
(bought more than 85 days ago)



Utilizing Lapse Point 
Segments

 



Utilizing Lapse Point 
Segments

 



Bonus Lapse Point Segments

 

Lost + VIP - find your most valuable 
customers that you need back!



Utilizing First Order Cohorts

 

First Order Date: filter within in Glew that allows to create a cohort by time frame. Investors love to see 
LTV based on acquisition year. You can also use this to create monthly cohorts of new customers and try 
different styles of email marketing. Also allows you to see products first orders by customers during that 
month or cohort 



First Order Cohorts

 



Utilizing Channel/UTM Filters

 

First Order or Last Click UTM Filters: filters within in Glew allow you to create a cohort based on their 
original acquisition data OR their most recent order data. Marketers love to see this because it directly 
ties their channel marketing efforts to a single customer or group of customers. 
● Example: Text (Channel), Source (Attentive), Campaign (may-tiered-sale-5-03-22)



Campaign Specific Segments

 

Use Case: sent text to your VIPs with an early access offer to your Memorial Day sale - now you’re curious if 
these are new or repeat, where did they originally come from, what products/categories they’re actually 
buying from this sale. If you scroll down into any segment you can see all of this & more. 



Customer Service/Support Filters

 

Customer Service/Support Filters: filters within in Glew allow you to create a segment based on the number 
of tickets opened, created, and resolved for any time period. Executives love to see this because it directly 
shows them how much of an impact customer service can have on the overall LTV or “health” of their brand. 
● Example: Tickets Created – greater than or equal to 3



Customer Service/Support Filters

 

Use Case: men’s clothing brand was asked to evaluate their Customer Service by their PE Firm– they learned a lot from 
the data in Glew but the most interesting were that there was no correlation between the number of ticket exchanges 
between the customer and the brand/agent and the overall LTV of those customers. 
From this they were able to scale back and automate a lot of their customer service processes. 



Customer Service/Support Filters

 

● Follow up to previous use case: They did however learn that customer’s whose first purchase 
included a pant > were higher LTV customers so they made an initial question in their chat 
asking if it was an inquiry related to a specific type of product…and if pants were 
mentioned…those were prioritized ahead of the rest. 

● Some brands also see the opposite where they do have higher touch relationships that need 
nurturing. Those brands have segments made and  push them into their email tool to create 
unique messaging compared to the tone and message of their lower touch customers. 



Customer Tags

 

Customer Tags: filters within in Glew allow you to create a segment based on customer tags. While we’ve always 
had reporting on tags within the Customer Tags/Groups section of the app– we recently made an update so that 
you can filter on those tags within the segments. 



Customer Tags

 

Customer Tag Filter: by filtering for certain customer tags or groups of tags you can now easily compare and 
analyze anything as it relates to a particular customer or group of customers.



Customer Tag Example Segments

 

● Customers purchased during sale event vs. full price
● Customers who purchased with a discount code or group of codes
● How you heard about us surveys
● Birthdays
● Store Locations
● Wholesale
● Employees
● Loyalty & Rewards tiers
● First Purchase contained X product or product type
● Subscriptions vs. One Time customers

PLUS you can overlap the customer tag filter with any of the other (100) options there are! 



Segment Automation

 

Segment Push & Automation: Any of the predefined or custom segments that we’ve mentioned today 
can be automatically connected and dynamically updated within your email tool. 
● Current push available for Mailchimp, Klaviyo, and Listrak
● Updates nightly 
● Can export all to CSV
● Users push from there to paid advertising for targeted acquisition and retention tactics



BONUS KPIs

 

● Within each of the specialized prebuilt segments – you can filter and access some bonus KPIs.
● Some examples of that would be Refunders, Zendesk, Yotpo, Loyalty Lion, Smile, Discounts, 

Abandon Cart, etc. 



FAQs and Resources

Where to find them:

✅ FAQs: https://glew.io/faqs

✅ Webinars: https://glew.io/webinars

✅ Videos: https://glew.io/videos/

✅ In-app documentation: Hover over tooltips in 
the app for more information

✅ Look out for ongoing communication: 
Monthly newsletters and webinars, bi-weekly 
training

Have a question? Here are your options:

1) In-app documentation

2) FAQs

3) support@glew.io

https://glew.io/faqs
https://glew.io/webinars
https://glew.io/videos/


Questions?


